
Innovation and 
Experience at work
■   HVAC Service 

■   Energy Management 

■   Automation 

■   Monitoring 

■   Commissioning 

■   Design/Build  

■   Solar

Authorized by the Association of Professional Engineers  
of Ontario to offer professional engineering services.



Service and 24/7 HVAC Response  
to hundreds of clients across Canada  
for more than 25 years 
ARIS brings together HVAC technicians, engineers and industry 
professionals with a clear understanding of the operation of your 
facility. ARIS understands your building and has engineers on call 
24/7 to respond to any service requirement for your building. Working 
with our mechanical, electrical and structural engineering teams, we 
provide highly successful design/build HVAC and energy solutions 
with state of the art facility automation and monitoring systems. 

We understand how your building works and we want to reduce 
your operating costs. That’s how we improve your building with our 
Innovation and Experience.

ARIS offers Preventive Maintenance Service Agreements for all 
brands of rooftops, chillers, boilers, compressors, air-handler, cooling 
towers, pumps, variable speed drives, controls and accessories. 
Each agreement is tailored to meet the budget and operating needs 
of your facility and can include both preventive maintenance to keep 
your equipment running in peak condition and predictive maintenance 
services to identify potential problems before costly breakdowns occur. 

Engineering plus Construction
Not only do we service your building, we can retrofit it for optimum 
efficiency.

ARIS is one step above other contractors because we "engineer" a 
solution with controls and energy solutions for every HVAC application 
using maximum incentives. Our experienced engineering team 
assesses your HVAC system requirements and designs the most 
cost-effective configuration possible. Contractors will cut corner on 
engineering but ARIS is built on both engineers and technicians to 
ensure that you have an engineered solution at a competitive price. No 
other contractor can compete with this ARIS engineering advantage.

Solar Engineering Professionals
ARIS is designing and installing hundreds of solar PV system in 
Ontario. Ask your ARIS representative about this opportunity to partner 
with the sun.

HVAC and Building Commissioning
ARIS guaranteed performance delivers the comfort you expect at 
the lowest possible energy cost. We understand the importance of 
providing great customer service. Our skilled technicians and a fleet 
of service vehicles ensure fast, dependable and quality service for 
all clients. 

ARIS has been delivering these results to our customers for over 25 
years. ARIS provides a variety of Planned Service Programs designed 
to keep your heating and cooling equipment in top operating condition. 
HVAC installations will benefit from regularly scheduled service 
inspections. This will help reduce emergency servicing by exposing 
potential problems that can be corrected inexpensively prior to costly 
equipment failures. 

Regular system maintenance will also help reduce utility bills by 
keeping your systems operating at peak efficiency.

Innovation and ExperienceARIS



Go green
and improve your bottom line.

Our services...

■  Facility Maintenance

■  24/7 Emergency Service

■  Boilers

■  Chillers 

■  HVAC

■  Mechanical

■  Electrical

■  Lighting

■  Retrofit and Re-Commissioning

■  Construction

■  Water Conservation

■  Operating Cost Optimization

■  Facility Management

■  Solar and Renewable Energy

■  Automation and 24 Hour Monitoring

Advanced BACnet Automation Systems
Leverage the expertise of our engineers who have installed hundreds 
of building automation systems across Canada. Unlike companies 
that install proprietary systems that lock you into long term service 
contracts, ARIS uses the BACnet standard in automation that can 
be accessed by nearly any other service company. Our BACnet 
automation systems are engineered to maximize the performance and 
indoor air quality of your building with minimum energy consumption.

This allows our clients to focus on their core business and allocate the 
much needed resources to the business without compromising the 
quality, comfort and sustainability of their systems within the facility. 



Proudly aligned with;

Monitoring 24/7 to ensure performance 
and reduced operational costs
Today’s building manager requires information that can be easily 
retrieved and analyzed to make decisions on time and within budgets. 

The ARIS 24/7 monitoring program allows our engineers to review your 
HVAC system and intervene as required in the shortest span of time. 
This translates to effective response and minimum downtime. 

Our Building Automation Systems are programmed to track, trend 
and log system performances that can be retrieved and analyzed for 
system faults or human error. Intelligent diagnostics provides a greater 
accuracy to identify systems deficiencies or potential malfunction 
before migrating to a catastrophic failure. 

As a client you can retrieve years of historical trend logs that clearly 
graph equipment operation and performance. 

The greatest benefit is knowing that your valuable systems are 
controlled and costs are contained.

For more information or a 
complimentary facility
assessment to operate better 
and lower utility costs
contact us.

ARIS Building Technologies Ltd.
Toronto Corporate Office

150 Bridgeland Avenue, Suite 101

Toronto, Ontario M6A 1Z5

Phone  416.783.2747

Fax  416.201.8050

 

Email  info@arisbt.com

Web  www.arisbt.com
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